Honors Edition
The Spartan Daily alit pubnth a special edition Slay S
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ASB Elections
Voting fur ASS government
oftioers start tomorrow at 5:30
AJIL Throe booths, in front of
the bookstore, by the cafeteria,
and the north end of Sesenth
Street will be 010.11.
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Daily -Government Separation Postponed
Council Refuses To Place
Press Proposal on Ballot

Elections Tomorrow

Hopefuls Tell Issues
Election headaches and political
issues come to a head tomorrow
as ASB general elections begin, in
what could culminate in drastic
revisions of student government
at SJS.
In a mixed election featuring
candidates from two major political parties as well as independents,
student voters will be faced with a
major decision concerning the
structure of student government.
Slugging it out for leadership
of campus politics will be Sparta
Party and CNP both of which have
offered a slate of candidates for
most elective offices.
However, independent candidates
which account for nearly all candidates for ASB president, vice
president, treasurer, and attorney
general should make a good showing in the campus wide election.
Stressing a leftist policy of emphasizing national and state political issues, the CNP is running 17
candidates compared to 10 for
Sparta Party, while independents
account for 16 candidates.
Seeking the post of ASB president on the ballot are John Bruckman, senior industrial management
major; Earl Hansen, senior speech
major; Alan Kopke, senior history
major; Dick Miner, graduate student in International Relations;
and write-in candidate Vic Lee,
junior political science major.
Three candidates vying for the
vice presidential seat are Bill

Clark, senior social science major;
Larry Lundberg, sophomore journalism major; and Charles Moreland, junior sociology major.
Suzanne Cavanaugh, junior sociology major is running for student -body secretary along with
junk* journalism write-in candidate Sue Harriger.
The two candidates for ASB
treasurer are Charles Deen, junior
accounting major, and George
Watts, senior social science major.
Running for the position of attorney general are Larry Hoff,
junior poltical science major, and
Ralph Lefaver, junior social science major.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following
campaign statements, platforms, and
announcements have bean submitted to the Spartan Daily concerning this ASS general election. To insure fair election coverage to each
candidate the Daily has kept the
number of column inches at a stais
deed length.

First place in the Tappe Newswriting Contest has been awarded
to Rick Skinner, junior journalism
major and managing editor of the
Spartan Daily.
Skinner received the $100 award
for his four-part series on the split
In the student society which appeared in the Daily last fall.
The award is presented annually
to an undergraduate journalism
student enrolled in a Bay Area college or university by the Association of Catholic Newsmen.
The Minneapolis Star Scholarship, a $400 award has been won
by Patsy Miller, junior journalism
major and campus life editor of
the Spartan Daily. Miss Miller
was selected by the SJS journalism
faculty to receive the annual
award, which is based on outstanding scholarship,
The McQuade Award for professional radio-TV news coverage
was presented to Robert Halladay,
a 1962 SJS journalism graduate, at
the annual McQuade Awards Banquet last Friday. Halladay is on
the news staff of Channel 11.

.1

--Photo by 1,A,ke Huban
MRS. MARTIN LUTHER KING, wife of the civil rights leader,
warned a near-capacity crowd of anti -war protesters at Kezar
Stadium Saturday that America’s moral values were withering
away in "the hypocritical name of nationalism."

ASB council spent two hours
yesterday tossing a hot potato
back into the oven.
Meeting in special session, the
11 elected student leaders killed
a proposal to put the question
of Spartan Daily financial independence on tomorrow’s ASB
ballot.
The vote sent the measure back
to the Campus Policy Committee
where it had been referred three
weeks ago,
The measure, including each of
three revisions, boiled down to a
request for by-passing student government when deciding the Daily’s
budget. Co-author of the bill, senior
representative Earl Hansen, asked
for a constitutional amendment
which would give the Daily $1.15

per semester out of each student’s
mandatory $10 student body fee.
Council found the measure wanting in its original form, and subsequent alterations could not win
adequate support. At first, objections were raised concerning the
legality of the proposal’s wording.
Further debate questioned the
purpose of the measure, and discussion finally spiralled to whether
students, philosophically, could
understand it. There was not
enough time for students to become informed, it was argued.
" I think you’re just grasping
for something now." council chairman Vic Lee told the stymied body
prior to the vote. He said he felt
council members did not know
what they wanted and would never
agree.
In its final form, the proposal
asked for a poll of student opinion.
ASB President Jerry Spotter said

ASB Treasurer
Active in ASS committees,
George Watts is one of two candidates for the office of ASB treasurer. Watts is former student body
treasurer at SJCC.
"I will bring they:ace back into
the realm of the students," says
Watts, whose platform also includes his promise to "attempt to
judge whether or not expenditures
are representative of the wishes
((’ontinued on Page 3)

Photo by Bill Bayley

Journalism Major
Takes First Place
In Writing Contest

By KEN BRYANT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

STRING QUARTET, including,
from left to right, SJS students
Susan Lanfri, Cheryll Melott,
Judith Wilks, and Gary Beswick,
not shown, will perform with six
other students at tonight’s joint
recital presented by Mu Phi
Epsilon and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national music societies.
The program, which highlights
music by familiar composers, is
free of charge and starts at
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.

Doctors, Lawyers, Hippies, Too
Swell Ranks of Peace Marchers
By CINDY LYLE
Spartan Daily Associate Editor
and JARED DREYFI’S
As the marchers gathered on
San Francisco’s lower Market
Street for the long-awaited antiwar parade Saturday morning, it
was clear that many diverse interest groups were represented.
Professional men, black nationalists, followers of Henry George’s
economic views, religious revivalists and bearded barefoots from
psychedelia alike took up the banners in the name of international
peace.
Spirits were high and brotherhood was the bag as close to
100,000 began the 4.5 mile trek
westward to Kezar Stadium.
Groups came from all over the
West to participate in the march.
There were demonstrators from
Utah, Arizona, Colorado, Washington, Oregon and, perhaps strangest
of all, a group from Orange County.
FLOWER GIRLS
Periodically, a flatbed truck
filled with flower-covered girls,
paisley-shirted men and at least
one rock ’n roll band would roll
slowly up the line of the parade
scattering flowers, leaflets, candy
and destroying the work of the
monitors. The monitors didn’t seem
to mind.
As throngs of weary marchers
jammed the entrances to Kezar

Stadium, the public address system announced the stadium already
had filled to its 62,000 capacity.
Some complained of not being able
to get into the stadium, and for
awhile the people definitely outnumbered the seats available.
A faint aroma of burning incense
drifted up from the field as the
pacifists sat crammed together,
waving small American flags and
sharing peanuts. Most outstanding
of all, there was an obvious
absence of policemen.
The stadium was a colorful sight.
Many so-called hippies were bedecked in war paint, Indian costumes, gaudy robes which trailed
behind them and asserted jewelry.
Many carried huge "God’s eyes"
atop tall poles, or played any kind
of musical instrument which could
be carried.
But the hippies in their psychedelic regalia were certainly not
the only segment of the population
represented. Groups of physicians
and nurses in white uniforms joined
the marchers, as did numerous
well-stressed businessmen, typical
housewives and common laborers.
One group of elderly women, obviously unable to walk the 4.5
miles through the city, greeted
the marchers outside Kezar with a
sign which read, "Peace for all our
children."

Unfortunately for the effectiveness of the rally, the program was
dragged out and often diluted by
appeals for "Black Power" and
campaign speeches by candidates
running for local offices.
The contribution which the
"Black Power" speakers made to
the peace rally might well be
correlated to the success of the
parachutist who, interrupting one
black nationalist’s diatribe, missed
his target completely and landed
outside the stadium in an adjacent
parking lot.

that we’ve already lost it, irrevocably." He predicted that if the
U.S. were to back out of the war,
the only face that would be lost
would be that of the B-52,

CROWD SHRIVELS
Three hours of 23 speeches took
it toll, and by the end of the program, when the main speakers
were scheduled, the crowd had
shriveled to about 5,000.
Included on the slate of speakers were Mrs. Martin Luther King,
wife of the civil rights leader;
Robert Vaughn, star of TV’s "Man
From Uncle," and Julian Bond,
Georgia legislator.
The most enthusiastic cheering
of the day went to Robert Scheer,
bearded maganging editor of Ramparts Magazine. Emphasizing the
more inhumane aspects of the war,
Scheer called U.S. policy in Vietnam one of "extermination."
Vaughn asserted that "we talk
of losing face without realizing

Photo by Gary Benjamin
FIREMEN (left) arrive too late to save a burning garage at 337
S. I I th St.. Sunday afternoon. They did protect a two-story apartment next door.
(Political Advertisement)
******************irk****
Mad:

Undetermined Cause

Fire Destroys Student’s Bedroom
An SJS student was without a
bedroom Sunday night when a fire
raced through a bedroom-converted
garage at the Tiltin Hilton, 337 S.
11th St. at 2:30 Sunday afternoon.
The origin and cause of the fire is
still under investigation by the San
Jose Fire Prevention Bureau.
Dennis Brown, 26, had left his
"home" only a half an hour before
to go into the main house. When
he returned the garage was ablaze,
he said. "I grabbed the nearest
garden hose and tried to fight the
Photo by Dave Stout
JOURNALISM AWARDS were presented to (left to right) SJS
student Rick Skinner, San Jose News reporter Phil Peters, and
Channel II reporter and SJS graduate Robert Hallaway last
Friday night at the McQuade Awards Dinner in San Francisco.

Brown was joined by a member
of Omega Psi Phi fraternity, 335
S. 11th St, in a hopeless battle
with two garden hoses. The alarm
was turned in by another member

a poll was not the original intention of the bill and would serve
no purpose. Council defeated the
final revision and sent the question
back to committee.
Council’s refusal to act on the
proposal means the curTent council-initiated budget allocation system will be retained. Last week,
the Daily’s 1967-68 budget was
set at $41,000, an increase of
$11,000 over last year.
Spartan Daily editorial policy
will be reviewed by a Publications
Advisory Board whose members
will be chosen by the Student
Affairs Committee of the faculty
Academic Council. The board was
conceived by Student Council last
month and the concept was adopted by a narrow 9-7 decision.
At yesterday’s session, the controversy over financing began after
the legislative body mustered the
11 members needed for a quorum.
The .meeting was delayed for half
an hour until the representatives
arrived.
"Lock the damn door, so no one
can get out," yelled chairman Lee,
as he pounded his gavel to start
the meeting. His warning was
prompted, apparently, to forestall
a repeat performance by council
members who could not wait fOr
a quorum call at a special meeting
last Friday.
Quorum was probable yesterday,
however, because someone dragged
In a rag-filled dummy with a
paper sack head, who sat "dumbly"
throughout the proceedings.

of the fraternity, John Maupin, according to members of the fraternity.
San Jose firemen arrived about
2:35 p.m. and had the fire contained in five minutes. The garage
and its contents was destroyed.
Next door, at 339 S. 11th St.,
an apartment house received minor damage to two rear units.
"I was going to by bedroom and
heard this crackling noise," said
Sandy Spaffoni, 21, who lives in
the upstairs unit damaged by the
fire. "I looked out the window
and saw all the flames coming at
me, so I started tearing my clothes
out of the closet and the room."
Miss Spofford has had experience with fires before. Two years
ago her room at home was de-

stroyed by fire, she said. "When I
get married I am going to make
sure I buy life and fire insurance."
Another tenant of the apartment, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bivin,
were visiting relatives at the time
of the fire. Their unit, directly
under Miss Spafford’s received
damage to the bedroom, likewise.
"A bed, curtains, desks and rugs
were damaged," said Richard
Bivin, a junior SJS student.
"There was some water damage
to the downstairs apartment and
a broken door to the other unit,"
reported District Chief Thomas
Higgins, 1950 graduate of SJS.
"There was light smoke damage to
the two units. About 150 square
feet of the apartment roofing was
burned."

LARRY I
LUNDBERG /
VICE
PRESIDENT
(Vic LeeA4980)
(Political Advertisement)
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Staff Editorial

Credibility Gap Wider
Lyndon "Credibility Gap" Johnson
give up without a fight. Even

doesn’t

if it means worsening his relations with
the press and public.
The Texas cowboy has done it again,
this time si ith the FBI report released
Saturday and so clumsily "censored"
by his press secretary George Christian.
Of course. .aturilay was the same
day the huge nationwide Vietnam protests took place and the FBI report
could very well have dealt with those
’actis ities.
The lose doses. protesters, hippies,
and the rest of the ultra-left would be
delighted to

see the contents

of that

report. because if it denounced them

his limber-limbed puppet, George, to
tell newsman that the contents of the
report were unavailable to the public
newsmen.
One newsman asked George why he
had received the report the senile day
and

as the demonstrations. George said the
reports are received from Hoover "on
a regular basis." But he couldn’t remember when. Neither could newsmen.
And so, Lyndon skips merrily along
his obsolete "consensus" path. trying to
satisfy everybody by telling them
nothing

at all. and

in the end earning

the undying disgust of the American

"Blessed is

R.J.

public.

the

peacemaker, for he has inside information ..."

they could denounce it.
The hawks. pro -Americans, and anticommunists would also love to see

the

Thrust and Parry

contents of that report, for the very
same reasons in reverse.
So old "Credibility Gap," instructed

Staff Comment

Name Game
Frustrations
By RON JAMES
Having the same name as a local celebrity is not all peaelees and cream, as many
friends and acqaintances have intimated
to me.
My name, of course, if you notice the
above byline.. is the same as our apparently infinitely popular mayor of San Jose.
And. incidentally, congratulations to the
mayor for his successful campaign to become the first elected mayor in 51 years
in our fair city.
But please, friends, and lovers of Mayor
James, let’s leave it at that! Stop calling
me on the phone when you have indegestion. runny-nosed kids, or an argument
with that lousy, good-for-nothing neighbor.
of yours.
The other night, the night Mayor James
was elected, as a matter of fact, I was
having a dream about pink elephants, at
4 in the morning. when the phone rang.
I stumbled into the kitchen, tripped over
a kitchen chair and answered the caller
from a horizontal position on the floor.
"Congratulations, Mayor James, on your
election," screamed an adolescent voice
into the receiver. "I’ve been watching the
returns all night!"
"Listen, stud," I whispered before I
passed out, "I’m not the mayor, I’m a student at State, so pleaise tell all your
friends, huh?"
This particular episode was only the last
in a whole series of delightful conversations I’ve had with the San Jose electorate.
They hose been gracious enough to call
me at least once a day for the last month
and a half. *usually at prime time, such ;is
o’elcok in the morning or when I’m
in the joint.
-WIN or J;11111,.. dell/andel’ a transplanted Italian voice. "pleeza getta your sign
offit ices front lawn, ihees isa private prop.
iris. nor Right.
%neither t’
-Listen Mayor. I walnut work on your
camicaign. I think you’re a great guy
And another.
"Ili. Ma% or James? My name’s Billy T
. I’m Ie., I go to Camden High School
an’ Im is ret i eeg this report for my class
tomorrow an’ its due tonmrrow . . ."
As you might guess, this is very egoshattering.
once thought of ms self as the only Ron
James in the world ... hut I finally came
to the realization there are 1140 of us-possibly Illere and ever the twain shall
meet, via the telephone.
And so it goes. Things have become so
had that I’ve considered becoming a mar. assuming I can get enough fityr .
nancial leak leg.
Al least MN Ilaille isn’t Lyndon Raines

Johnson.

Vietnam Issue Relevant to Election
’Most Significant Issue
For Student Government’
Editor:
In reference to Lance Beizer’s letter of
April 7:
I can agree with him that student government should ideally and really be more open
and inclusive (ergo, more representative);
and being more so, it would also he more
sensitive, and independent and influential
enough to be really STUDENT government.
Yet I can’t agree with Mr. Belzer on his
viewpoint that the proposed commitment to,
and involvement in a certain specific stand by
student government on such a big issue as
the war in Vietnam is "irrelevant" to the
student.
In fact, I firmly believe quite the contrary,
that is, I am thoroughly convinced that students and groups of students should shake off

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
:hence to express their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust end Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 45 -space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the fight to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
feeling with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

the mantle of apathy, of damned indifference,
that they have worn too long.
Students should think and weigh and dincuss all sides of an issue; then they should
read an intelligent thought-out decision about
their commitment and involvement in a significant issue.
And certainly Vietnam is such a socially significant issue, an issue to take a stand on.
This is a most natural and necessary step as I
see it for student government to take.
Here I rest my case.
Anna Martinson
A8527

Current Play Applauded
As ’Funny, Outstanding’
Editor:
The comedy, ’’Hobson’s Choice," played by
student members of SJS’ Drama Department,
is absolutely the funniest, most outstanding
bit of light entertainment I’ve seen in the
past three years.
I could easily sit through it again and become besieged by the same degree of laughing
cramps that I experienced during, and for several minutes after, the first viewing.
It’s almost as if laughing gas is blown into
the theater instead of air; there is a constant,
uncontrollable urge to burst into spontaneous
ovation and to keep applauding until the
actors’ backs break from repeated bowing.
Horatio Hobson’s oration of his daughters’
marriages and the honeymoon scene outside
Will’s and Meg’s bedroom (as well as the
rest of the play) cause the entire audience to
roar with lusty approval.
On the only other occasion when I wit-

Presidential Parlance
What is your opinion of the present ASB government
budgeting process?

nessed such overwhelming non-participant
esprit d’ corps, last semester during football
season, Head Yell Leader Jim Conklin, coaxed
15,000 rooters into singing our school’s alma
mater, "Hail Sparta, Hail!" (By hum!)
Jeff Mullins
A5122

Registration Fee Boost
Praised As More lust
Editor:
As a student who supported Governor
Fteagan’s tuition proposal, I must now chuckle
at the hypocritical thicken littles who once
warned that the end of "free education would
create havoc in California.
I see that Californians .attending San Jose
State will have a $14 increase m the materials
and service fee, not to mention increases in
the filing and non-resident fees. Was this
proposed by an ogre in the governor’s staff?
proposal came from a
Not hardly
the
member of the SJS administration, obviously
not the same administrator who once feared
for "kick outs."
I see also that student body fees will be
hiked $2.50 to $10 a semester. How does our
esteemed ASB president, Jerry Spotter, defend
this increase after leading the campaign
against Governor Reagan’s tuition proposal.
Perhaps Mr. Spotter and the Student Council felt that more money was needed to finance
student body activities. Perhaps SJS business
manager Glen Guttormsen realized that more
funds were needed to hire faculty and clerical
help. It is only right that the student, who
is receiving many benefits and not paying
much in return, should be made to pay some
part of the cost. This has been my position
since the beginning of the tuition wars. I am
glad to see that former opponents now agree.
Dick Snyder
A2199
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EARL HANSEN:
I would like to see some investigation into the possibility of
hiring a body to do the initial preparation of ASS budgets so Student
Council wouldn’t have to waste all that time. Of course Student
Council would have the final say.

NICK KOPKE:
The current procedures are absurd. Non-students are given control of the allocations. I would like to see this corrected by making
student representatives solely responsible for allocations,

JOIIN RRI’CKMAN:
The current process needs refining. The basic procedure has
worked well for years and the present problems are technicalities.
A study is currently being made and will be implemented next year
which still place the budgeting more exclusively in the hands of
Student Council.

What budget process? It’s a hodgepodge which looks at everything out of context and provides only waste-basket edification.
I would establish a comprehensive executive budget, submitted to
the student body and Student Council in the fall with plenty of time
earefid consideration.
for debate, relerendiitii it

Vito are you who come crowding in
With your strange names and beings,
From the different places
the world over?
How were you packaged its such variety
To be the parents of the next
generation?
Why are you so driven, so tense?
What has the world done to you?
Why do your bright eyes look out
As if from cells of self imprisonment?
Please let me help you, I am for you.
I was once like you.
And there have been many like you.
And you, like them, will become more
precious.
The best things in life that you may
desire
I want for you and for others needing
you.
I am the professor and my "greatest
glory"’
Is to work with you and the wonders
of your creation.
What you hope for life and what your
plans may be
Is my concernI seek your richest
destiny.
Though it may seem that you I do not
see,
Because of mind’s detachment and
demanding realities,
I do see and I do feel and my life
is dedicated to you.
You are not an animal or social slave,
but a fellow person
And I welcome you, and I am here
to love and serve you.
Let your adventures in learning make
bright your lives
And may you joyfully learn while
I "gladly teach."’
I Henry Mead Bland, The College
Tower Speaks, tablet on West side of
the Tower, S.J.S.C.
,
Geoffrey Chaucer, Canterbury Tales.
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Outcry
By SUE HARRIGER
The law has been broken at this school.
But, it’s par for the course.
Last Friday afternoon some war protesters representing Student Mobilization
went ahead and set up a band which the
Student Activities office had explicitly denied them the- permission to elo.
Our attorney general on this campus,
who is supposed to represent the law, was
supporting this infringement of rules and
speaking openly before a group of students
while "the beat went on.’
It is funny when you consider that an
attorney general would be listed in the
House Committee on Un-American Activities along with a psychology professor on
this campus as "initial sponsor of the student strike for peace in Viet Nam." That
really doesn’t seem too law abiding.
What happened when these people broke:
the law? Absolutely nothing. Why didn’t
anyone say anything about it?
It seems as though the SJS lawbreakers
have pulled the wool over our eyes. They
will continue to do this until either the
administration cracks down or we elect
a new attorney general and a slate of ASH
officers who will know what the laws are
and abide by them.
The New Left on this campus is a very
real problem . . . it is seeking to undermine student government for its own selfish ends, and it does not care about the
rest of the students on this campus.
So far as IICUA is concerned, it should
be commended for investigating those people who arc out to seriously injure the
American image and bring down the insaue
of 5,15.
While the war protesters performed
their conception of heroism by marching
down the streets of San Francisco last
weekend, realistic Americans can pity
them as the cowards of this century not
only in the war, but in the reality of their
own existence.
The war will continue to go on, and
although the "peace" niarchers seek their
end they will never obtain it through unrealistic methods.
And, hopefully, students will realize
the grave elements of left-wing agitation
lin this campus and in modem gine! Unseat before it is too late.
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(Continued From Page 1)
of the associated students and act
accordingly."
Charles Deen, junior accounting
major, seeking the ASH treasury
position said his background as an
accounting major would enable him
to be directly compatible with the
office of ASB treasurer.
"I do not have any political ties;
I am not running with either campus political party. In short, I am
an independent. Therefore, I will
be able to work freely with any
and all members of the Student
Council," he said

Attorney General
Independent candidate Gerry
Roney, a pre-law major enrolled in
the tutorials program, is one of
three candidates on the ballot for
ASB Attorney General.
Roney, the lone incumbent sophomore representative on student
council, does not stress a platform
as such. Roney said he believes
the voters should have the right
to know his personal position on
the controversial issues of this
year’s ASB elections.
I. Vietnam and national policy
statements: The ASB does not
exist as a debating society for national politics.
2. Lockout: I favor a policy of
voluntary lockout whereby each
living center could decide (through
vote of its residents) whether or
not to adopt a lockout policy for
that center.
ASB Junior Representative Larry Hoff, also seeks the ASB Attorney General’s office.
An independent, Hoff in addition to holding down a seat on student council this semester, has
served on the ASB president’s
commission on constitutional revision and was an IDC representative.
Hoff stressed a three point design he hopes to initiate If elected
attorney general.
1. Representative action to all
corners of campus.
2. An independent Spartan Daily.
3. An end to political pettyness
011 campus.
Former Orange Coast Ccllege defense attorney, Scott LeFaver in
announcing his candidacy for the
office of ASB attorney general is
running on a platform that. stresses
"a fair deal on this campus toward
all organizations and individuals."
LeFaver also wants to see the
attorney general’s office become
more a part of this campus and
"not continue the aloofness that
has been seen in the past."

Grad Rep
Committee for New Politics
((’NP) is sponsoring three candi-

Lee Back
As Write-In
Vic Lee is hack in the presidential race, this time as a write-in
candidate.
The ASB vice president announced yesterday he will actively
campaign under the support of
"Students for Vie Lee for ASH
President," a miming; committee
formed by Senior Representative
Bob Stahl.
The vice president said he was
notified of such a movement over
a week ago but had not accepted
until Sunday night. "I must have
underestimated my strength,"
In regards to the present campaign, the vice president said he
is disappointed in the frequent attack waged against the present
administration. "Student government has been meaningful this
year but the issues must be simplified so they can be communicated more effectively," he emphasized.

dates for the office of ASB graduate representative.
Joe Brooks, economics major and
a staffer on ’The New Student,"
Is running on a platform of strong
support for the experimental college.
Ron Leveren, a library science
major, is basing his campaign completely on support for the (’NP
platform. "If elected I will utilize
my office to make the (’NP platform a reality," states Leveren.
Jules Loventhal, member of
council in 1964 and listed in Who’s
Who in American Colleges for the
same year, is also running in complete support of the (’NP platform.
Bob Gottschalk, presently senior representative, believes "It
should not be the realm of Student
Council to speak out on national
or international issues."
Affiliated with Sparta Party,
Gottschalk supports improvement
and beautification of the SJS campus. He also favors the re-establishment of the yearbook because
"We lack tradition!" Gottschalk
also stresses increased recognition
of scholastic achievement and the
creation of a "more stimulating
academic environment."
Former president of the Young
Republicans and a 1965 graduate
in journalism, Richard Reeb believes "student government has no
right to expect allegiance or loyalty of students who are compelled
to pay," is running on a platform
that includes the abolishment of
mandatary ASH fees.
Chairman of Sparta Party Bob
Serrano is in his second try for the
graduate seat.
He would like to see ASB adopt
a three-point program including a
comprehensive project for campus
beautification, an on -campus box
office and a modernized ASB constitution.
Part of graduate representative
hopeful John Ogle’s platform is
working "toward the establishment
of a true University type of student government, with representation by school rather than by
class."
Frank Maguire has announced
he is a write-in candidate for the
office of ASB graduate representat ive.
Jim Crandall, another write-in
candidate for graduate representative calls for budget allocations
that follow the principle of "the
greatest good for the greatest
number."

Senior Rep
Jose Alvarez, candidate for senior representative stressed his
campaign will be waged in the
form of questions vital to the student body. "I feel that it is not
just the student who must make
an effort to understand the ASH
government, but that the ASH
government should also make the
effort to enform the students of
what it is doing."
"I think it is entirely in order
for student government to provide
the facilities for a co-op nursery.
I know of many college students
who would avail themselves of this
service, at no cost to the student
laxly while going to classes," says
Carol Woods.
Miss Woods is running on the
(’NP ticket for senior representative.
"Opinion before legislation" is
the promise of Jeff Mullins, candidate for ASB senior representative.
"To Represent" is the major
platform on which Mullins Is running. "You request it, I’ll suggest
It,"
James Caldwell, president of Interfraternity Council and chairman of the Student Activities
Board, stands on a four-point platform that, includes responsible
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Family Photo Team Captures
’Feeling of Mexico’ in Exhibit

ASB Candidates Declare
Campaign Issue Positions
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Graduating Seniors
Western Gear Corporation, Belmont, California, will interview graduating
engineers, technical majors and business administration students on Friday,
April 28.
Positions are available for direct placement at Belmont or for the training
program which leads to placement in any one of our eight divisions, located
in Belmont, in greater Los Angeles. in the Seattle area and in Houston,
Texas.
We are a growing systems and machinery manufacturing firm in the rnechen
ical power transmission field. Our products range from gear drives for in.
dustriel and marine applications to printing presses, continuous steel casting
machinery. helpicopter transmissions and special purpose machinery.
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leadership in student government,
expanded cultural programs, intprovement of college -community
relations and keeping of national
politics out of student government.
Dan Scafani, senior representative candidate of the (’NP party
feels that "In order to do anything
meaningful we must end Greek
domination of student government.
Then we can start to get rid of
crap, like the Homecoming Queen
Contest."
(’NP senior representative candidate Bill Dalrymple says "I will
work to bring the students and
faculty closer together outside the
classroom, for this is where real
education takes place."
Barry Brown, write-in candidate
says that he is "gravely concerned
about the future of SJS."
Brown’s experience includes serving as past Student Council member, a member of the College
Union Program Board, Spartan
Shields, and various ASB committees.
Remaining platforms and MOdlditte statements for the position of Junior and Sophomore
Representatives will be presented in tomorrow’s Spartan
Daily.

Diane desciibes her own work
A photographer father-daughter
artist team has joined forces to I as "a mixture of romanticist and
impressionist styling." By varying
display its talents in the library.
; the intensity of color she hopes
In an exhibition located on the to create the effects of light
ground floor next to the reference during different seasons and times
room, George A. INallace, assist- of the day. This way I can show
ant professor of natural science, the moods of one place," Diane
Ls exhibiting color photos he took said.
while in Mexico last summer.
Wallace’s daughter. Diane, senior
art major at SJS, is featuring some
of her artwork in the display also,
"My father has attempted to
capture the feeling of Mexico in
his photographs," Diane explained.
"Mexican people usually don’t like
their pictures taken so he had to
take many of he pictures from a
camera hidden at his side."

OlAR

CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wednesday’s Faculty Rook Talk
will feature a discussion of Yamada
"Dangerous

Munemutsu’s

Think-

ers" by Dr. Harris Martin, asses.
elate professor of history.

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES

"Both my father’s photographs
and my paintings are created to
bring out the beauty around us.
They are not there to represent
woik to be pleasant to the eye
and appeal to the senses," she
added.
Diane concluded with the basic
objectives that she and her father
strive for in their work. "A richness in color and good value and

In research, product and process control, industrial cost control, plant operations and equipment
design for chemists, chemical engineers, food
technologists and industrial engineers.
Stable Employment
Rapid advancement
Excellent salaries
and employee benefits

Give Yourself
a Reason To
Smile Again

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS TOMORROW

DICK MINER

Sign up today for an interview.

ASB PRESIDENT

Spreckles Sugar Company

Establish a Real Student Community

American Sugar Company

Division of

Dick Miner ASB #A4902

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

CHALLENGES YOU
to read this message in 32 seconds

There arc 1,244 words in this message.
If you read at the average national reading rate, you will require nearly five
minutes to read it. If you had developed
the simple skill of Dynamic Reading,
you would be nearly halfway through
the article by now, reading at just over
2.300 words per minute. There are many
Reading Dynamics graduates who could
read this page with full comprehension
in lest than 10 seconds.
Rut don’t be embarrassed about your
slow reading. ’the simple fact is that you
don’t read slowly by average standards;
but by the standards of Reading Dynamics you poke along at a snail’s pace
-probably reading between 250 and 400
words per minute. You are not alone.
Most of your friends and neighbors and many highly placed professional
people -can’t read any faster than you.
Many underibtedly read at a considerably slower pace.

guest. We admit our claims are dramatic
-indeed, overwhelming. Rut they are
based on documented statistical case histories of our thousands of students.When
you become one of our students -even
though you may be a relatively slow
reader now -your, too, will Contribute to
our startling record of achievement.
Evelyn Wood first observed Dynamic
Reading 18 years ago when a professor
at the University of Utah read her term
paper at an amazing 6.000 words per
minute. Mrs. Wood’s curiosity caused her
to look for other exceptional readers.
and over the next few years, she found
50 people who could read faster than
1,500 words per minute, with fine comprehension, outstanding recall. and great
satisfaction in reading.

Most Reading Dynamics graduates can
read an average novel in less than the
time it would take them to watch the Ed
Sullivan Show on Sunday night. And
they read with full comprehension and
complete enjoyment. You can, too, once
you have acquired the extraordinary
skill of Dynamic Reading.
Most Ray Area Ds namie Readers have now
finished this article. But please keep going.
In recent years over 250,000 people have
graduated from the 63 Reading Dynamics Institutes here and abroad. All of
these people took the course with the
guarantee that their reading efficiency
would at least triple in the short span
of eight weeks. In virtually every case,
when the student attended class sessions
and did the required practice, this exciting promise came true. Reading Dynamics makes you the same astonishing guarantee: We guarantee to increase your
reading efficiency at least .3 times. We
will refund the entire tuition to any
student who. after completing minimum
class and study requirements, does not
at least triple his reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending
tests. Reading efficiency combines rate
and comprehension, not speed alone.
Compared to the national average of 325
words a minute. most Reading Dynamics
graduates from the Bay Area read nearly
3.000 words per minute. Many people
who read Dynamically have developed
their skill so successfully that they are
able to read at even higher rates. As.
tonishing? Yes, it is. Rut true.
At this point you are probably a bit incredulous. A douhting thomas. Re our

"Reading is a waste of time, slow or fast,
if you don’t understand what you are
reading." stated Evelyn Wood at a recent
teacher training conference. "If you
are not comprehending, you are not
reading."
The first thing you are asked to do after
enrolling in the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics course is to forget everything
you have ever been taught about how to
read. Reading Dynamics teaches you to
read all over again. A relatively fast
reader beginning the course does not
have any particular advantage over an
average reader starting the course. You
will be taught to read not just with Your
eyes, hut with all your senses. Words will
become pictures. and pages will roll by
like frames on film. Your eyes will learn
to move in rhythmic patterns down the
Page and through the volume; and you
will read with thorough comprehension
in a fraction of the time it takes you now.
As a child you were taught to ’hear" the
words as you read them. You will be untaught that cumbersome technique and
discover that you can read swi:tly and
meaningfully by circumventing your old
audio reading patterns. Once this eye to-mind communication has been established, you practically eliminate the necessity of saying, hearing or re -thinking
worth. You will no longer read word -by.
word or even phrase -by -phrase; indeed,
as you develop your skill, neither will
you read sentencehy-sentence. Instead,
you will read in "chunks." You will visually lift large blocks of material from the
printed page Ansi itmantaneettsly project
actions and pictures onto the screen of
your imagination. As the course /levelops your Reading Dynamics skills, you
will discover the exhilaration of esperi
racing the vitality of the printed page.
Reading will become less and less like
reading, as it becomes more and monc a
process of experiencing.

Dynamic Readers, having finished this
article, are now pages ahead of you in this
newspaper.
As you read, your hand will function as
a pacer. swiftly brushing across printed
material as the words well into pictures
in continuous, dramatic flow. You will
he gratified at your increased speed; you
will be moved by your newly developed
sensitivity to literary valises; and you
will he thrilled at the high degree of retention of the printed material after it
has been read. Many Reading Dynamics
graduates find that their ability to recall
even highly technical material long after
it has been read is the single most valuable aspect of their new skill.
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
teaching staff in the Northern California
area is highly experienced. Naturally,
all instructors are college graduates.
Many hold MA’s and some are preparing for their Ph.D’s. Their instruction
never includes the use of machines or
electronic eye movement devices used
frequently in skim -reading courses. Mechanical devices tend to make students
dependent upon machines as a reading
crutch. Moreover. Reading Dynamics
does not teach skimming. It teaches improved reading efficiency which includes
both speed and comprehension. Skim ring techniques negate improved comprehension and are therefore unacceptable in the Evelyn Wood method.
As Mrs. Wood frequently points out,
"You read five times faster not by reading every fifth word. but by reading five
times as many words in the same amount
of time. It is impossible to tell which
words to skip or disregard until you have
seen them all and determined their relative importance and meaning."
You should he reassured that the Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics course is the
definitive rapid reading method in the
world today.

READING
DI DYNAMICS
/ INSTITUTE

O.K. So you failed.
Here’s what
to do about it.
A provocative demonstration of Reading
Dynamics will he presented in the next
few days. At the demonstration you will
see a documentary film that includes interviews with U. S. Senators who have
taken the course. You will see a Reading
Dynamics graduate read at amazing
speeds from a hook he has never seen
before and then tell in detail what he has
read. After you see the demonstration if you wish to enroll - fine. If not -there
are certainly no obligation...
This is your imitation to a very thrilling
experience.

See Free
Demonstration
SAN JOSE
Hyatt !louse
Tues., Apr. 18, 8:00 p.m.
Thum, Apr. 20, 8:00 p.m.
Sat., Apr. 22, 10:30 a.m.
PALO ALTO

Tues., Apr. 18, 8:00 p.m.
Thurs., Apr. 20.8:00 p.m.

In this supersonic, electronic, automated
age. it is comforting to know that man
has discovered a %s ay to improve not just
things and machines hut man himself.
When your minimum guarantee of trip.
ling your reading skill comes to pass,
you scull find that you can read and absorb usE least three times more material
in the time it now takes y our to efficiently
complete present reading gontinitments.
To pot it another %a). you can conveniently cut your present reading time
allotment by at least twodhirtis. In an

BERKELEY
2168 Shattuck
549-0211

11A1s1 AND
1440 Rroadss ,is
705 (’t"

PALO A1.10
770 Welch Rd.
327-1991

SAN JOSE
1290 N. First St.
293-8881

SACRA \II S. Ili
2015 .1 St.
444-8277
FRI SNO
483.8801

Sat., Apr. 22, 10:30 a.m.
NOW
SATURDAY’
1/11110\STRATIONS
)1I YOUR
\

EN1ENCE

SINCE FOUNDING.

SAN FRANCISCO
690 Market St.
434-0707

SANTA ROSA
1212 4th St.
342.6647

age where your most precious possessions are time and knowledge, isn’t this
a wonderful gift to give yourself? The
rare and exciting gift of self-improve.
ment. It can he yours in EIOHT SHORT
WEEKS. The 32 second challenge is
now over.

Rickey’s Hyatt House
The Dynamic Reader, having finished this
newspaper, Is off doing something else.

ADVANCE NOTICE: TUITION INCREASES JUNE 1. 1967FIRST TIME

N NNOOD

wesTeRn

History Professor
To Evaluate Book

line contain are important. But
the most important thing is the
particular mood we are trying to
create," she said.
The exhibition will be on display
until the end of this week.

(Political Adve tisernert)

You are invited to investigate the unusual opportunities offered by this
dynamic corporation.
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Four Division Champs

1967 Judo Team Best of Six SJS Winners?
st
team is just as strong as former
By JOHN .1 54
Spartan clubs, but refuses to comSpartan pails sports St titer
The 194;7 Spartan judo team mit himself on which is the best.
’
He does, however, point out that
could he the hest in 5.15 history.
’ competition in this year’s tournaand consequently the best col- ment was probably the best ever
legiate team ever produced in the ; in NCAA finals. He also points out
United States.
that all six members of the vicPossibly the only person who torious Spartan team are either
Yoshi
Coach
knows for sure is judo
sophomores or juniors, and will
nit ..tzoin.t The therefore be hack next year.
nth:
ii. wit,/ Saturday
Frt. clan C r .
Going into the finals of Saturv.:itched the :tier,’ tell?? waltz away ’ day’s tournament. It appeared that
with the sixth straight NCAA the Spartans might make a clean
championship, says this year’s sweep of the division titles. At the
intermission only 205-pound Keith

SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO
292.6778

396 South First

Micheal Caine
p’os
"HUD’’
Paul Newman
StudPrt Liscouf.t Rate:

"ALFIE"

EL RANCHO

Drii:e
Alma & Vin
294-2041
Academy A.vards Nominees

"ALFIE" and "HUD"
Micheal Caine and Paul Newman

TROPICAIRE s. s
1969 Alum

Rock

Ackilt. only!
2 &Ad Sdrit:,
THE WILD AFFAIR"
and

"INTIMACY"

TROPICAIRE

N. Screen
1969 Alum Rock
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING"
0,
THE FORTUNE COOKIE’’

By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Beaming with optimism over the
return of five All-Americans and a
talented group of frosh, Spartan
mentor Lee Walton

water polo

’kicked off spring practice last
week in Spartan Pool,
With 42 athletes participating,
wAlton will emphasize fundamenIA coverage, a 10-item skill test,
and inter-squad scrimmages during the five -week session.
The varsity will battle an Alumni squad May 12 to conclude the
spring practice. Walton also has
scrimmages scheduled with various
water polo teams in the area to
’’IVP his athletes some added ext.erience.
The 1966 team captured the
’ Ii rein State College crown and
-a Iii 10 lettermen returning it is
to understand Walton’s bright
otaiitok.
This is the best group of quality
’livers that I have had in my six
’’it’s at San Jose, and when you
Ail the top boys from a frosh
team that had a 19-2 record our
potential appears unlimited," Walton pointed out.

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
BEST ACTOR, Paul Scofield, and 4 others
COLUMBIA PICTURES presents in TECHNICOLORt

A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS
244-8543
San:a Clara

WART DISQUALIFIED
Pickard, facing elimination with
every match, battled back to go

Five All-Americans
Lead ater Polo Clu

WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING

CINEMA 150

Pickard was in danger tif elemination. Working on a five-point
’ elimination system, Pickard had
three pants as the result of a
first -round loss.
The rest of the Spartans wore
in great shape. Susumu Rodent.
Bill Gouin, Gary Martin, Yuji
Moriya and Masa Nakao were all
undefeated in the preliminaries roil
odds on favorites to capture the,:
respective titles.

STARTS
Wednesday, April 19

Going Formal
to Spring
Parties,

-

Sophomores Greg Hind kind 13ob
Liking entered second team AllAmerican recognition last fall,
junior Jack Likins placed on the
; third team, and junior Steve HoI berg was given honorable mention.
Don Moore, team captain and AllAmerican in 1065-66, will return
Mariya followed by throwing
both this spring and next fall after 165-pound champion Takecla, anti
missing this past campaign.
Peace, already injured in his bout
Bob Likins played goalie for with Pickard, held on for a half
to
sure
Walton’s 1966 club and is
stint decision over Nakao
net the Spartans numerous vie- ,
Moriya then won a mismatch
tories during the next two yearst
victory over Kodani in 19 seconds
with his defensive skills. Jack I
Likins. Hind, and Hoberg were the
top scorers last year, while
was the high scorer the year before.
Walton classified 12 of the sophomores-to-he as varsity material,
with Larry Guy and Tim Halley
having the best chances to make
his team. The varsity will consist
of 21 players.
The Spartan mentor’s spring
program will be exhaustive with
With five of the six players
the 10-item skill test consisting of
a preview on Monday with the shooting par or better, the SJS
actual test on a fundamental that golf team scored its ninth consecuis performed in water polo.
tive dual meet win Friday with a
Walton hopes to meet such teams surprisingly close 16’i-10% win
and
Squad
as the Italian National
over Stanford.
Foothill Aquatic Club each Friday.
The Indians. who turned in their
tryouts
Game
Pan-American
The
most impressive performance of
will be held in June and Walton the season with the return of Greg
plans to have some of his best Pitzer and Rich Harris, won only
players ready to make the team, one match against the Spartans
but won most of the best ball competition.
Craig Harmon led the wellbalanced Spartan attack with a
three-under par 69 on the Almaden golf course. He had little
trouble in defeating the Indians’
Bob Heather, who came in with a
78. Bob Eastwood turned in a
SJS’ varsity soccer team that lost
sub-par performance with a cononly two games last year, uoth to
sistent 70 total to edge Piter’s
National Champion Uni.ersity of
final score of 71.
San Francisco, will get their spring
Tom O’Kane, Ross Randall and
season underway Friday night
Ken Slasor flashed even par 72s
when they play host to Stanford’s
to defeat their opponents. O’Kane
Indians.
dumped Harris by three strokes,
Coach Julie Menendez welcomes
Randall beat Loy Martin by two
back several of last season’s stars,
strokes, and Slasor just edged
including All-American Henry CaGreg Picard, 72-73.
macho.
Finding the course long and difCamacho led SJS in scoring last
ficult was SJS’ Dick McClean who
season, and was also an All -Confinished with a 75 and lost to
ference selection.
Sandy Adelman who had a onetinder 71.
sf~o~541.0",...

Tennis Team
Tackles USF,
Undefeated Arizona Club

Linksters
Beat Indians

Boo ters
Face Tribe

(Political Advertisement)

$ Bob
Gottschalk

Proms,

Campus Beautification
Increased Recognition for
Scholastic Achievement
Re-establish Yearbook
Student Opinion Surveys

Weddings?
Rent it

Senior Representative

0

$

all at

’into the final match against Loy- .ind stopped Pesce with a choke in
ola’s Ron Peace. The Spartan ap- .32 seconds.
COMPLETE f4l*CCESSI
peared to have a half-point deThe tournament was a complete
- eision in the rough final bout, but
success for the Spartans, not only
was disqualified by the referee.
In the only that- .oss the Spar- from a competition standpoint, but
tans recei.ted. Gary Martin battled also from showmanship and specFresno State’s Matt Takeda into tator angles.
Helped by former Spartan judo
but lost a close decision
to the skillful Bulldog. Game all I stars Jim Pennington anti Bob
the way, Martin consistently took Zambett i, Uchida presented a tourthe initiative, but couldn’t pene- nament that was worthy of championship competition.
trate Takeda’s staunch defense.
Also praise worthy was a class
Disappointed but still detercrowd of knowledgable SJS rootmined, Martin came back to defeat
ers, who encouraged the Spartan
West Point’s Bud Burrell for sec’entrants, but applauded otustandond place.
. ing showings of other judokas with
I
The other four Spartans had , equal gusto.
some rough moments, but fought
Still to come for the judo team
their way through the tournament is a four-team meet against Caliundefeated.
fornia, Stanford and NCAA runFrom a spectators standpoint, ner-up San Francisco State in
the battle for the grand champion- Spartan Gym on Wednesday, April
ship was the most exciting part. ’ 26 and a promotional meet on
of the tournament.
May 6.
In July tryouts for this year’s
KODANI WINS
Pan American judo team will be
In the first and most exciting held in Minnesota, and Uchida
championship match, the very fast thinks Kodani, Gouin and Martin
Kodani won a half-point decision all have excellent changes of making the first or second team.
from Gouin.

Sparta Party
Bob Gottschalk, ASB A15356
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Win No. 10 is expected to come
today when Coach Jerry Vroom
takes his linksters to the Orinda
County Club and a rematch with
the University of California Bears.
Id.:(a,nr.lier this season the Spartans
eased to a lopsided win at AlmaA re-scheduled meet is also on
tap this week when SJS plays host
to San Francisco State at Almaden. The match is set to start at
1 p.m.

Roos/Atkins:

Typewriters
Rent all the best at
Roos/Atkins. All sizes. Latest
styles. Sparkling fresh.
Correct accessories too. Soon
as your plans specify "Formal"
come in and get fitted. Yes, we
sell the whole works too if
you’d rather own your own.

in

There is a
typewriter
your future!
RENTALS
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LOW

before embarking on a three-match
tour of Arizona.
The Spartans, who now boast a
4-5 record, will tackle Arizona
State University twice and the University of Arizona once.
The Sparta will be paced by No.
1 singles player Greg Shepherd
who has lost only twice in dual
competition this season. Gordy Miller, Mary Parsons, Steve Jones,
Mike Price and Yosh DeGuchi will
round out the SJS club.
racketeers
Krikorian’s
Butch
have already beaten the Dons once,
7-2, without the aid of Shepherd.
SJS will need another victory to
leave the state with at least a
.500 record.
The Spartans will face Arizona
State Wednesday. Arizona Thursday and return to Arizona State
for their final in foreign lands
Friday.
In their last competition the SJS
racketeers were bounced by the
University of Redlands.

Hard Hitting Frosh
Attempts to Handle
Broncos Thursday
The hard-hitting, but sometimes
sloppy fielding SJS freshman basebailers meet the Santa Clara frosh
in a rematch Thursday at 3 p.m. on
Spartan diamond.
Today’s meeting was originally
scheduled as a single game, but
was turned into a doubleheader by
the rain out of a scheduled April
11 encounter,
Spartababes
the
Last week
scored seven runs in both ends of a
doubleheader against the San Francisco State frosh.
An 11 -run second-inning rally
stopped the SJS team 14-7 in the
first game, and a late game rally
fell short in the second contest, as
the Spartababes bowed 8-7.

Power Revived Batmen
Invade Indian Territory
The revitalized SJS baseballers
invade the homeland of the rampaging Stanford Indians today,
hoping to ward off evil spirits
with the long ball treatment.
Friday night the Spartans blasted three homeruns to sweep a
doubleheader from St. Mary’s
Gaels, and hope to use their new
found power to upset the nationally ranked Indians.
Today’s game in Palo Alto begins at 3 p.m.
Because of foul weather which
twice forredf postponement of a
scheduled twin bill against UOP,
the Spartan starting pitcher is as
yet undetermined.
Following a twin win over St.
Mary’s the SJS nine was scheduled to play the Tigers in Stockton
Saturday but an early morning deluge forced postponement. Everdetermined, the Spartans suited
up yesterday morning, and waited
for the inevitable phone call from
Stockton which called off the
game.
In the first game against St.
Mary’s, SJS got only three hits,
but two of them were of the round
trip variety, and powered a 5-3
win.
In the second game, shortstop
John Bessa hit a two-run shot in
the sixth and next to last inning
to give the SJS team a 5-4 win and
its second doubleheader sweep of
the season.
The Gaels rallied for three runs
in the sixth inning of the first
game against Spartan sophomore
and eventual winning hurler Pete
Hoskins to take a 3-2 lead.
In the bottom of the inning
with one out and shoitstop Carl
Tognolini on second, Tony Hernandez lined a shot into right field
that first looked like it would tie
the game, and then looked like it
would end the rt Oy as Gael out-

,
,

ntramurals
SOFTBALL
Slow pitch contests get underway today at 6 p.m. on the six
south campus fields. Fraternities
will play today with independent
league teams battling tomorrow.
SPRING SPORTS
Sports scheduled for May are:
Volleyball entries due May 2 and
competition starting May 8; Gymnastics due May 4 and competition
beginning the following day; Track
and field entries are due May 5
with events being held May 11 and
12; and deadline for Golf entries
May 11 and the tourney starting
May,19.
Tee-off times for the golf tourney at Santa Teresa Golf Course
will be at 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.

....._ ....PO
Crive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S
l’ACOS
Tied.

VERDE BURRITO

Most Makes
Most

fielder Herb MolVandhal raced to
pick off the sinking shot.
However, with a seeming double
play in their grasp, the Gaels
groaned as the ball popped out of
the rightfielder’s glove. Tognolini
scored and Hernandez was safe at
first. One out later Fred Luke
drove the ball high over the left center field fence to wrap up the
ball game.
Earlier Hernandez had gotten
the Spartans’ second, and his first
homerun of the year, with a line
shot over the left -field fence with
nobobdy on in the fourth.
A bases-loaded double by Tom
Brandi drove in two runs and highlighted a three run Spartan rally
in the fourth inning of the second
game.
The rally tied the score, and
after the Gaels had busted the tie
with a run in the fifth, Besse
poled his shot to win the game in
the sixth.

Something Nen, front

20e per day

only 39

Models

Modern Office
Machines
124 E. San Fernando
2934588

IN SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

SJS’ tennis team faces is long
week away from home, meeting the
University of San Francisco today

Photo by Al Dubiel

GRAND CHAMPION Yuji Moriya, SJS I 76 -pound +Mist,
won the grand championship at Saturday’s NCAA judo championships held in Spartan Gym. After winning his weight division
Moriya defeated three division fiflists for the tournament victory.
He’s shown here throwing Fresno State 165-pound winner Matt
Takeda.

A combination of pork meat. tomato,
and mild green pepper.

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

History Prof Unearths
18th Century Odyssey/
By PATSY MILLER
Campus Lite Editor
Wh i le other people collect
stamps, take pictures or sketch,
Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos, professor
of history, collects the undiscoveted and unnoticed. A modernday Sherlock Holmes, he happens upon a mystery and its solution results in a book.
"New Smyrna," currently on
sale in the Spartan Bookstore,
is Dr. Panagopoulos’ latest piece
of detection. The book relates
the everyday life, work, accomplishments, failures and revolts
of this small British colony in
central Florida.
The British held Florida for
only 20 years during the 18th
century. The 100,000 acres of
New Smyrna was chartered to
a Scottish doctor who populated
the area with people from Minorca, Corsica and Greece. Although it was the largest importation of white people ever
brought into America at one
time, the colony lasted only 10
years.
Dr. Panagopoulos came to
write his book by a lucky accident. While he and his family
were visiting Florida in the
1950’s, they stopped at the resort town of New Smyrna. The
old colonial remains are now a
tourist attraction. When they
returned to St. Augustine, 70
miles north, Dr. Panagopoulos
visited the historical society.
There he found much undiscovered and challenging information,
some of which disputed signs
and statements made by guides
in New Smyrna,
The American history professor then spent four summers
doing research in the Library of
Congress, National Archives and

’Life Is a Game,’
Says Gal Lecturer
BISBEE
"Games People Play" by Eric Berne,
Grove Press, Inc. New York,
1964, $5.
According to Dr. Berne,
NIGYSOB ("Now I’ve got you,
you son of a bitch") is a popular
"life game." It can be seen in its
classic form in poker games.
White gets an unbeatable hand,
such as four aces. At this point,
If he is a NIGYSOB player, he
is more interested in the fact
that Black is completely at his
mercy than he is in good poker
or making money.
Dr. Berne. formerly a consultant in psychiatry to the Surgeon
General, U.S. Army, is now a
lecturer at the University of
California Medical School and
chairman of the San Francisco
Social Psychiatry Seminars.
"Games," a book about the
psychology of human relationships, divides life games into
seven categories. These are
games in the sense that "life"
itself is a game.
Some are games of life and
death, like Cops and Robbers
a
and Third-degree Repo
vicious game which ends in murder, suicide or the courtroom.
Here, White leads Black into
compromising physical contact
and then claims that he made
criminal assault or did her irreparable damage.
Dr. Berne says that games are
a necessary part of human existence. People must have thrir
time structured for them. Games
provide this awareness of "what
comes next."

universit ies in the United States.
Other summers were spent in
London, Seville, Minorca, Corsica
and Greece unearthing his historical treasures.
Through official documents and
records Dr. Panagopoulos be-

DR. E. P. PANAGOPOULOS
... book on sale
came familiar with names and
life stories of the inhabitants of
New Smyrna. He stated that
most of the people were illiterate
and these records, taken under
oath, are word-for-word accounts.
Thus a scholar can see exactly
how they spoke, "everything is
very primitive .
. a genuine
human element."
The native of Greece was attempting to answer two questions, "How does this thing

v1/4 hich we call a melting poi
work in a swamp frontier," and
"What actually happened in
Florida during the American
Revolution?" In his book, Dr.
Panagopoulos shows that America’s war for freedom helped to
dissolve the colony.
Although the colony is no
longer there, descendants continue to practice many of the old
traditions. According to Dr. Panagapoulos, the St. Augustine
phone book reads like a list of
the original inhabitants. The
present generation reflects its
Mediterranean background . .
"a facial landscape" unique in
Florida.
These people still retain many
of the customs, habits and cooking of their forbearers.
Many prominent Congressmen,
bishops, generals, scientists and
poet Stephen Vincent Benet are
descendants of the original colonists.
Dr. Panagopoulos calls his work
an "18th century Odyssey." This
is because the people of New
Smyrna had "one adventure after
another . . . these people never
lost the hope of establishing
something of an ideal before
them . . . like Ulysses searching
for Ithica."
Although the history professor
admits that an author is always
looking ahead to the day when
the book LC finished, he personally misses the fun of the hunt.
Thus, like Ulysses, Dr. Panagopoulos is searching and having
one scholarly adventure after another researching for two more
books.

When It Rains All Day,
Coed Rackets Won’t Play
By MIMI RUSSELL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The rains have done more than
drench San Jose, they also have
postponed the opening of the
SJS Women’s extramural tennis
team for three weeks.
Still enthusiastin,....61 iss.. Carol.
Lindquist, assistant professor of
physical education and adviser
to the tennis team, said "After
waiting for our match with San
Jose City College it was nice to
open the season with a win."
The team has been organized
since December and has been
practicing every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday ,weather permitting.
The 14-member team has a
wide range of ability. According
to Miss Lindquist, "Players don’t
have to be outstanding but
should have the basic skills."
Daurice Graves, team manager,
looking over the schedule, noted
the matches with San Jose City
College, the Bay Area Sports
Day at Berkeley on Saturday
and the Modesto Junior College
match on Friday and Saturday,
are highlights of the season.
The top four players will be
sent to the Sports Day at Berkeley. The Modesto Junior College tournament offers top freshmen and sophomores a chance
to compete in singles and doubles matches,
An event of special interest
is the Northern California Women’s Intercollegiate Tournament
at Berkeley. This tourney is
limited to the best in every
school.
"Playing other schools is great.
It creates lasting friendships and
gives the better players a chance
to meet other people besides
classmates," Miss Lindquist said.
- -

The first -year instructor at
SJS added, "We all have fun.
Most teams bring 10 girls, and
the girls not playing help with
keeping records and refreshments."
The value of extramural sports.
the. teem arivisonisaide. "is the
good competition."

’Hobson’s Choice’
Amuses Audience
In College Theater
By LINDA T1 Ni.
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
"Ilobson’s Choice," the four
acts of Maggie Hobson’s capacity
for managing everybody and
everything, were delightfully
performed both Friday and Saturday night.
The Drama Department’s produetion of Harold Brighouse’s
"Hobson Choice" will again be
presented tomorrow through
Saturday at 8:15 p.m., in the
College Theater.
Tickets are still on sale at
$1.25 general admission and 75
cents for students, available at
the Theater Box Office from
1-5 p.m. and at the door.
The capacity crowd that
turned out to view the comedy
of Lancashire life, found itself
highly entertained. The professional pmformances of Stanley
Anderson as Henry Horatio Hobson and John Jacobs portraying
William Mosso!) amused and bewildered the audience. The duo’s
dramatic instincts often caused
impromptu applause iind laughter.
Stanley Anderson gives an excellent protrayal of the imitated
Father Hobson. The graduate
drama student’s very appearance,
facial expression, movements,
gestures, and voice reveal different and new interpretations
which gives the folk drama universal appeal.
John Jacobs. playing William
Mossop, highlights the play. The
audience found the young student actor not only interpreting
the play but also exercising his
dramatist’s creativity. His impressive performance often
brings the story into a climax.
At the beginning of the drama,
Jacobs successfully presented
William Mossop as the raw material of a charming man. The
very awkardness of the young
h(yi(maker only adds to his personal charm.
Susan Mason’s Maggie Hobson
harmoniously tics together the
comedy. Her capacity for managing everybody and everything
amazed the audience.
The play is directed by Prof.
Elizabeth M. Loeffler, whose
capability as a director was
eaiirjr:riOticed by the audience.

Dorms Schedule
Play Day Saturday
Dormitory residents will have
an opportunity to demonstrate
their skill in ping pong, softball
and pie throwing, at the InterDormitory Council Play Day
Saturday.
The all-day event includes
softball competition between the
men’s residence halls, a powder
puff football game between the
women’s residence halls, and a
ping pong tournament.
A dance, featuring the music
of "the Cardboard Scheme," will
be held from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m, at
the basketball courts.

Student Art in S.F.
The paintings of two SJS seniors, Ben Logrisca and George
Willett, were selected for the
Phelan Awards exhibition at the
Legion of Honor in San Francisco, currently running through
April 30.

Next to Lucky Market

STATE
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Eight niagic days
in MEXICO!

Photo by Fred Rosenberg
A CONTEMPORARY APPROACH to -The Crucifixion" by SJS
art student Nick Ban is now being shown in an exhibit entitled
"It Paintings and 19 Prints," at San Fernando Street Gallery.
Hours are 9-4.
terials they had to work with
were all donated by local merchants.
The gallery was ready to open
when the new semester began.

(Political A,rtvert’Arronf)

Viva La Causa!

JOSE
ALVAREZ
Senior Representative
(Jose Alvarez: A5618)

IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ THIS CAREFULLY
THE ACADEMY AWARDS: A pictorial
DESTROYERS-40 Years. A picture his.
in
of finest films and
tory, 200 of the best Navy photos.
" n pub. $7.95) $2.50
(Orig. 17.501
DELI:xi-1)5 OF APPLE COOKERY. Main
Legends
of
EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY.
00 new recipes.
ancient Egypt. lit illus. 255 color. 52.911
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THE CENTURY OF SCIENCE. Atomic
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of the Ages.
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(Orig. 51.955
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A Finder’s Guide to Antiques. "HIDDEN
MIRRORS OF THE SOUL by Kohl)
TREASURE." Thousands of iterns, silver,
clocks, toys, rugs, glass, etc. (Oni4
BIOS
$2
$5,95)
HOW TO STRENGTHEN YOUR MEMRELAX WITH YOGA. Weight reduction,
body building,
($2.50)

diet,

etc.

Fully

illus.

Spring Pint Sale
Bonne Bell
Ten-O-Six Lotion
Regularly $5
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JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
$399
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Si. Claire if/ravel Service
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21’) Timis & C
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2’17-1 71111
1’1
211-21011
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Liquid
Shampoo, value $1.09
price 771’
Colgate WO, value $1.09
prier 63e
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ifder171417rit:

enc
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NV’
inc. fax

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT
(for state college students, faculty and their immediate families)
From Los Angeles to London:
via 707 Jet
Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet (8437)

Nail Polish
Remover, value 39e
price 19c

Brylereem
Imperial size,

Best Seller
Reprints
for Less
295-5513

ITSUIZOK SHOP

Thursday

Go-Go Specials

Ban Spray
Deodorant. value Si
price etfic

.isoornmyelonpreosmptrtkly.price,

S.0,

Open until

FrefII

exciting Offer!

$1.00

(Orfg. $2..5,

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Aft, etc. Get these new
Fiction. Travel, Biography, Children’s (fools, Religion. M .
early for good choice.
books at bargain prices now at San Jose Boor Snoo. C
BOOK
ANY
IF YOU WANT A ROOK,

Now only $3.95

Enjoy die fiesta and fun of
romantic

Now, in contrast to the 20 students originally involved, "there
are about 100 students involved
in one way or another," according to Professor Freimark.

From

8225 total

Dean Martin ’ Peggy Lee ’
Elvis Presley / Tony Bennett / Andy Williams
/ Al Hirt / Nat King Cole ,’ Patti Page Ray
Charles
and others!

Clara

Lower Everyday Prices
Prescriptions

TENNIS TEAM members are back row (left to right) Diane Dibble,
Sandy Pearsall, Lanette Carey, Barbara Abelin, Laura Strohl and
Daurice Graves, team manager. Front row (left to right) are
Barbara Von Norman, Pat Smith, Sue Martinez, Sue Dunlap and
Brooky Crosby, assistant manager.

FRANK SE MIRA.

1170

E. Santa
286-9494

is singly the old songs
on -theNEW

RADIO

San Fernando Stroll Inspires
Innovation in Art Operation
A seemingly innocent walk
taken laid semester by tin SJS
art professor led to an innovation in college art.
Robert Freimark, assistant
ps.ofessor of art, noted that many
buildings along San Fernando
Street had been empty for some
time. He conferred with members
of the San Fernanda Street Merchants Association about the possibility of obtaining a building in
which student art work could be
shown.
Now SJS art students are involved in a unique operation-the first art gallery in this area
entirely managed and operated
by students, and showing student
works exclusively. The building,
at 62-64 San Fernando St., was
dnoated rent -fire until June by
Haskins and Associates.
The purpose of the gallery,
says Freimark, is to provide students With the experience in gallery operations: "When art students graduate, they have two
choicesthey can teach, or they
can operate a gallery.
Many of our students know
how to teach, but up to now
haven’t been introduced to gallery operation." It also provides
a showplace for the highest artistic attainment on campus,
which Freimark says is "unuusally high."
The building was acquired last
November, and was "cleaned up"
by about 20 stuents under the
direction of Professor Freimark
and two other advisers, Willis
Nelson, assistant professor of
art, and Charles Walker, lecturer
in art.
"Kids stayed on campus over
the Christmas holidays to get
the place in shape for exhibiting, says Freimark. The ma-

Photo by Al Dubiel
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June 13 -Sept. 5
June 17 -Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid. London or Paris:
(8476.50) Group flight.

June 20 Aug. 30

From San Francisco
to Madrid. London or Paris.
($4476.50) Group flight.

June 15 Sept. 6

Air and land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
297-9000
264-9275 after 8 p.m.
Not state college sponsored or controlled.
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Prof. David Mage
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Phone
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Teacher Interviews

sch.e., for Wbaverville In Trinity
eMONDAY, MAY 1
Pkiaro Valley Unified, for Wet- county. Elementary,
sum tile in Santa Cruz County. Ele- THURSDAY, MAY 4
TODAY
Spartan Spears. 6 pm., Women’s mentary, Junior High. and high
Antioch Unified. in Antioch from
school.
Gyro 242.
Wesley Foundation, 12:30 p.m., 1 Souleshvville for Soulsbyville in Contra Costa county. Elementary,
Junior High, and high school.
St. Paul’s Chuteh, San Salvador Tuotunas:vr county. Elementary.
Modesto City Schools, for Modesand Tenth. Speaker. discussion irit
I ."1"n High Scho"i, for to in Stanislaus county. Elemen35 cent lunch.
County.
High
Wasco
in
Kern
tam Junior High, and high school.
German Table, noon, southwest
school.
Taft Union High School, for Taft
corner of the cafeteria.
in Kern county. High school.
Newnum Center, 7:30 p.m., 79 TUESDAY, MAY 2
South Fifth Street. The weekly
Wheatland, for Wheatland in
Fremont Unified for Fremont in
meeting will be Mss in the EastYuba county. Elementary and JunjunElementary,
county.
Alameda
ern Rite. Communion may be reior High.
ior high and high school.
ceived under both species.
FRIDAY, MAY 3
MorMorgan HW Unified, for
TOMORROW
Cabrillo 11.’nllied School District,
German Club, 3:30 p.m.. Build- gan Hill in Santa Clara county.
ing N. SA. International bazaar Elementary, Junior High, and high for El Grande in San Mateo counschool.
plans will be discussed.
ty. Elementary.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m.. NewNorth County Joint Cabin ElleUkiah Unified, for Ukiah in Menman Center, 79 South Fifth Street. nmntary, for Hollister in San Beni- docino county. Elementary, JunThe final "ladies night" of the to county. Elementary and Junior ior High, and high school.
semester will feature the topic of High.
Visalia Public Schools, for Vi"Love is Forever."
San Juan Union Elementary, for salia in Kings county. Elementary,
THURSDAY. APRII. 20.
San Juan Bautista in San Benito! Junior High, and high school.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, English Hon-1 county. Elementary and Junior
F0104. Elec- High.
or Society, 3:30
THURSDAY, MAY 11
tions will be hell and ;t film shown.
Compton Union High, for CompHome Economies Club, 4:30 p.m., WEDNESDAY, MAY 3
ton in Los Angeles county. High
barbecue pits. The club will host
HollisHollister Elementary, in
school.
junior college home economics ter for San Benito county. Eleclubs for a day of activities fea- mentary and Junior High.
FRIDAY, MAY 12
turing a "Western Wear" theme.
American Institute of Foreign
for
Unified,
Monterey
Peninsula
AFROTC12:30 p.m. C11235
Trade, Pheonix, Ariz. Graduate.
Elecounty.
Monterey
in
Monterey
film series of recent news releases
on Vietnam Red China and the mentary, Junior High and high FRIDAY, MAY 19
space program. All students wel- school.
San Juan Unified, for Sacracome to attend. Discussit tit period
Oreutt Union Elementary, for mento in Sacreunento county. EleattetwartIS,
OISSItt in Santa Barbara county. mentary and Junior High.
Elementary and Junior High.
FRIDAY, APRIL 21
Murray School District. for DubSki Club, t; p.m., Fourth and San
Trinity County Superintendent of
lin in Alameda county. Elementary
Carlos Streets. Students wishing to
and Junior High.
take the Russian River trip should
sign up a t the st udent [lw
Persian Students’ Organira thin.
1 p.m., HE 1.
International s t intents’ OrganizaThe annual spring conference,
tion, 3:30 p
It.
sponsored by the Family Life Edu’file National Teachers Corps
cation Assotalution of Santa Clara
INTO is currently seeking per
County will be held Wednesday,
sons interested in working with
each
April 26, at the Fremont High the program during 1967-6W The
Special Quantity Discounts
School Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
requirements are to have an A.B.
No Waiting
Professor Judson T. Landis, degree by June, and have an inCopies Anything Printed
University of California, Berkeley, terest in working with disadvantwill speak on "The Realistic Chal- aged elementary school children.
NTC, established to train teachlenge of Family Life Education in
the California Schools: Evolution ers for the children of rural mi(student rates)
grants, is the only one of its kind
or Revolution?"
The conference is open to the in California. SJS operates in conpublic, with no admission charge. junction with Hartnell College in
Salinas in training the prospective
teachers.
The trainees receive part-time
experience teaching and participating in community service. They
Late modal standard
will earn a master’s degree and a
New
portables
state teaching credential, plus the
cost of tuition fees. A salary repR,rfAl-rurshate
resentative of a beginning teacher
Free delivery
accompanies their free education.
Recruiters from Washington,
D.C., will be on campus in late
April. Before that time, Dr. Paul
96 E. SAN cERNANDO ST.
Blake, project director for NTC,
295-6765
will be accepting names of those
Interested in the program.
Anyone interested in working
with the NTC should contact Dr.
Blake in ED219.
When it collies to making your marriage plans official,

1INTV, Ch. 11, Today

8:25 a.m.---Campus Report, S’JS
news and Spurts

By BRII‘E ANDERSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Parking facilities will decrease
KtAIS-FM, 00.7 mc, today
at SJS this June by 211 spaces
in
Books
5:00 p.m.- Sign on and
when two parking lots are closed
the News
to allow construction of the new
5:115 p.m. -Evolution of the Big
College Union. according to Byron
Band
Bollinger, assistant superintendent
5:40 p.m-Lockheed Digest
of buildings and grounds.
An additional two parking lots
5:45 p.m.-KSJS Sports Roundup
will be closed in a year to allow
5:55 p.m.-Newsline
business to come into the area.
A total of approximately 380
6:00 p.m.--Ja22 Perspectives
spaces will be lost within the next
6:55 p.m-Spartan Spectrum
year.
Italy
In
Month
7:00 p.m-This
"The only new parking facilities
7:30 p.m.-Moments in Literature to be added during this time will
be in Lot No. 19 where an addi7:45 p.m-Study Music
tional 99 spaces are being paved
currently, Bollinger added.
7:55 p.m-Sports Line
RADIO

8:00 p.m-From Beat to Bach

UNION CONSTRUCTION
Lots No. 3 and 6 will be closed
in June or July to allow construction of the new College Union beKXRX 1500 ken, today
tween Seventh and Ninth Streets.
While the College Union will not
7:55 p.m.-Spectrum news with
take up all this area, part of it
Candi Sattezahn and Jim Bra- is needed for the construction
den
equipment. A ramp will be con8:30 p.m.-Stortsline with Gary structed in Lot No. 3 (behind the
Industrial Arts Building) for the
Priee
8:55 p.m-Spartan Focus
9:00..p.m.-Sign-off

CALANERS

feteMP.30,1

nothing serves a, beautifully as an ArtCarved diamond
engagement ring. As ArtCarved jewelers, we’re proud
to be part of a tradition that dates hack to 1850. If it’s
"that lime- for you, please come in and let us show you
our collect’

ahich includes these exquisite styles.

r Carved
ROMANTICS DIAMOND RINGS

A - REMISS from $160.
B -SNOOPS from $160.
C --REGAL-PATH from $180.
Matching circlet $45.

Golf Pro To Give
Lessons at Clinic
Pleasant Hills Golf and Country
Club is the site for today’s golf
clinic from 3 to 5 p.m. The clinic
is sponsored by Weekend Co-Rec
and is open to all students and
faculty at no charge.
Pleasant Hills golf pro Chuck
Warwick is giving the Clink. He
Is a former winner of the Appalachian Open.
Interested students are to meet
In front of the PER building for
rides out to the golf course, according to John Galos, Weekend
Co-Rec director.

- JET NEWYORK
Leave June 17
from Oakland
-non stop-one way-

$8940 tinec;
Spciel charter for studnts,
faculty and their irnrncllatle
families.
Mailer

Call-297-8000
Prof. David Meg.

ogelveter3
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

c/o San Jose Travel Service
223 S. Pat St.
San Jose

STUDENTS OUT
Lot No. 18 will be for faculty
and employees only after this sumuser. Currently it is for both students and faculty members.
SJS has had a critical parking
problem all this year. The multistory parking garage is filled almost every day and parking stickers sell out before the semester
begins. Most of the parking provided by the city around SJS LS
two-hour parking so that it does
not solve the problem.
A second parking garage is
planned for the future. A bond
election in November provided
funds for purchasing the land. No
date has been set for construction,
however.
"It appears that parking will get
worse --not better -in the immediate future," Bollinger concluded.

400 E.

I- and 2 -Bedroom
Apartments

from

$90
WALNUT GROVE
APARTMENTS
call
297.1430 or 253-2213

19

lio64ost"4 Choice
By Harold Brighouse

Seats still available
College Theatre
11115 p.m.
Box Office open 1-5 p.m.

293-1030

Santo Clara

Furnished

TOMORROW NIGHT, APRIL

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

Art Cleaners
li’ork of Art"

General Foods Corporation. Business administration, liberal arts
and accotuding majors wanted for
sales and accounting positions.
Roes Laboratories. Liberal arts
and business majors wanted for
sales position.
Aetna Casualty and Surety. Business administration and liberal
arts majors wanted for field representatives, claims and underwriters.
The H. B. Capwell Company.
Business administration, economics, home economics, liberal arts,
political science and other majors
wanted for trainees -executive department programs.
-----

A warm wonderful comedy

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

XEROX COPIES
10c

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

construction of the College Union.
Lots No. 13 and 18 are located
between Ninth and Tenth Streets
and south of San Antonio Street.
They will be closed in about a
year to allow business to come
into that area. This will cost SJS
parkers approximately 170 parking spaces.

One Day Service

Education Speech
By Berkeley Prof Teacher’s Corps
Seeking Trainees

RENT

Job Interviews

On the Air Two Parking Lots
To Close in June

SJSC Students 75c
General $1.50
294-1931

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Ii)

PEACE AND PEOPLE. Vote CNP. Elect
NICK KOPKE ASB President. (Political
ad-Ira Meltzer AI3152).
MUSICIANS: FOR SALE-Fender Bass’
man, piano bass, echo.reverb unit, now
bassman bottom. 292.2222 / 292-2352.
UGLY MEN, WE WANT YOU!
AUTOMOTIVE 121

POSITIONS
FOR
LIBERAL ARTS
GRADUATES
in central California’s Tulare County.
Commitments can be made for June employment. Testing is on a continuous
basis Mondays and Thursdays. The writ.
ten, oral, and medical examination can
be completed in one day. The beginning
salary range, $458-$556, will be maid
ered for adjustment in July. For an appointment write the Personnel Departmeet. Courthouse. Visalia, Calif. 93277

’31 STUDEBAKER. Very good conditionrunning and looks! Original miles, 34,000.
$850. Call 294.0096.
’61 CORVAIR MONZA, white, radio,
heater, good condition. $325. See at 106
N. 17th Street.
’57 FORD HARDTOP convertible, 2.
door, V8 automatic transmission. After 6
p.m., 294-5800, Steve.
’62 VW. Excellent mechanical condition.
Radio. very clean, $750, Call 286-4416

FOR SALE

13l

GOOD CLEAN SOUND and moves a lot
of air. Dynakit Mk III amplifier, Rek-o-kuf
turntable with 15 inch audas arrn, Heath kit SS8 extended range speaker system,
8165. See at 463 S. 7th apartment #1
after 5 P.m.
SELLING MOST OF MY CLOTHES.
Womens sizes 5 and 7. Call 295-7333,
415 S. 5th, #11.
STEREO & SKINDIVING. Scott amplifier,
80 watts. Also wet suit, tank, regulator,
etc. 227-6164.
DELUXE ZIGZAG Singer sewing machine
-only one year old. Originally cost $350.
Will sell for $250. Call 264-3096 after 5.
HELP

WANTED

141

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT CATALOG.
Select high paying summer job in your
field of interest, Over 10,000 jobs listed
in all industries, all majors. Send $2 to
American Association College Students.
30 N. LaSalle, Chicago.
REAL ESTATE MAJORS earn while you
learn. Part time commission work now,
approved by SJREII. Call Don Same,
realtor, 377 2525 or 379 3131 anytime.

KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT. Must sell.
Cheap. Phone 294-0822.
RESPONSIBLE TENANTS to take clean,
COMPLETELY furnished apartment for
summer. 1 bedroom, 1 block from WIpus. All utilities paid, $75 month. 2945125, 9 p.m.-midnight, weekdays.
ROOM - FURNISHED. Close to campus, quiet. linen service, in retired teach.
ors’ home. $30. 293.1421.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

4 64riT6gl4
1, 60K
1

fWin

beds.

LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: OLD INK PEN, no cap, in bookstore 4/5/67. Family keepsake. Please
call G. Stokes at 266.6794.
PERSONALS 17/
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold one
silver. George Lorimer& 354-1273.
SLIM DOWN waist, hips, thighs, or anywhere else. Originally $100. Relax-a-sisor
for sale, $25 or best offer. Call 2934373
between 5-7 p.m. Will demonstrate.

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., we
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.

s +Weary }AA..

IP

21 & MARRIED. Liability, property dame
age & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.

\

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243.6313 between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
TYPING-ALL KINDS. All work guereneed. Experienced. Reasonable. Call 2943772 9 am. to 6 p.m.

AS OM BY: iterz4ELF

PHOTOGRAPHS IV GEORGE. Weddings, portraits, groups. 356-2839.

re
taN

FRENCH-SPEAKING NATIVE would like
to give private lessons. If interested, call
241.1760.
GIRL NEEDS WORK during summer.
June 24-August 5. Preferably in exchange
for room and board. Call Margie, 29S2916, room 108.5.

*1
-

EXPERT TYPING. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts. IBM Electric. Work guaran
teed. Jo Ann Vine, 378.8577.
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To buy, net, rent or
ennounce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

TRANSPORTATION

1 9 1

FOUR GIRLS need ride to Los Angeles,
this Friday after 4 p.m., will share expenses. Call Charna 293.5514.

HELP._ _

CLASSIFIED RATES
’ immum
Three lines One time Three times I Fire times
One time

3 lines
4 lines

5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addl.
Renal line

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

50

.50

.50

CI Announcements (1)
r] Automotive (2)
o For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
D Housing (5)
o Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

To place an

ad:

Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday

Print your id hers:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Specie
Mr Each Line)
De Not Abbreviate
Ile refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

ROOM & PRIVATE BATH.
Private home. 87 S. 10th St.

SERVICES 181

Flesy pRui

?

evenings.

’66 HONDA 90. Excellent condition.
Only 7 months old, 1600 miles. Enlisting
Must sell. $280. 248-5958.
’59 FORD CONVERTIBLE. Rebuilt engine, transmission gone through. New
brakes and battery. $350. 225-1208 after
6:30.
’63 VW. Clean. One owner. Recent generator, battery. and white wall tires. Rebuilt motor. Abarth exhaust. $1000. 3532371.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN. Grey. 31,000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition for
$925. Call 248-8204.
’64 RED MGB. Good condition. Military
service requires sale. Call 743-1471 days,
327.5059 evenings.
DAMAGED ’60 FORD. V8, 292 cubic
inch, automatic. New tires. Call 296-8471
after 5 p.m.
’67 MGB - SHOWROOM condition.
Factory warranty. 5,700 miles. Wire
wheels. $2795. 292-7784 after 6.
’62. MGA MK II 1600. Black, Wire
Wheels, Tonneau cover, excellent condition. Make offer, 298-2581.
’57 MGA: INSTANT STATUS! Needs
motor work, but still runs. Good radio
and tires $225. 298-3470 after 9 p.m.
BULTACO SHERPA 200 cc. Set for TN.
Extra tires, Perelli 350’s. Gears. Must sell
now. $375. 296-9063.
1959 RENAULT DAUPHINE in good condition and runs well. Call 286.6372 after
7 p.m. for Bill. $175 cash.
CLEAN ’65 HONDA 160. 5000 miles.
5400. ’60 CORVAIR, 3.speed. $200.
Good transportation. Call 286-1227.
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10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30

p.m. &

1:15 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
Send

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
PrInt)

pey

dam

Cl

Phone

Classifieds.

Address
Enclosed is $
Start ad on

Please allow 2 days after placing far ad to ppeer.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2468
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